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A Si-charge-coupled device (CCD), camera-based, near-infrared imaging system is demonstrated on
Ni/yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) fragments and the anodes of working solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs).
NiO reduction to Ni by H2 and carbon deposition lead to the fragment cooling by 5 ± 2 ◦C and 16 ± 1 ◦C,
respectively. When air is flowed over the fragments, the temperature rises 24 ± 1 ◦C as carbon and Ni are
oxidized. In an operational SOFC, the decrease in temperature with carbon deposition is only 4.0 ± 0.1 ◦C
as the process is moderated by the presence of oxides and water. Electrochemical oxidation of carbon

◦

hermal imaging
olid oxide fuel cell
n situ optics
ydrocarbon fuels

deposits results in a �T of +2.2 ± 0.2 C, demonstrating that electrochemical oxidation is less vigorous
than atmospheric oxidation. While the high temperatures of SOFCs are challenging in many respects,
they facilitate thermal imaging because their emission overlaps the spectral response of inexpensive
Si-CCD cameras. Using Si-CCD cameras has advantages in terms of cost, resolution, and convenience
compared to mid-infrared thermal cameras. High spatial (∼0.1 mm) and temperature (∼0.1 ◦C) resolu-
tions are achieved in this system. This approach provides a convenient and effective analytical technique

ts of
for investigating the effec

. Introduction

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are promising devices for sta-
ionary or portable power and heat generation [1–5]. A primary
dvantage of SOFCs over other non-combustion energy sources is
he ability of SOFCs to operate using complex fuels such as hydro-
arbons or alcohols. SOFCs require high temperatures (>700 ◦C) to
rive thermally activated oxide diffusion through the solid elec-
rolyte [6,7], a condition that facilitates using high molecular weight
uels by effectively reforming fuels in situ [8–10], but presents

aterial challenges in terms of device development for viable and
urable commercial and military applications [5,11]. SOFCs designs
ust employ materials that maintain their chemical and structural

ntegrity under extreme conditions for extended periods of time.
ccomplishing these goals will require understanding the mech-
nisms of fuel utilization under various operating conditions as
ell as improved tracking of the structural and chemical transfor-
ations responsible for diminished membrane-electrode assembly

MEA) performance and device failure.

Understanding the complex chemistry of fuels at SOFC anodes

nder typical operating conditions has proven difficult [12–14].
lectrochemical methods such as voltammetry and electrochemical

mpedance spectroscopy are effective for quantifying cell perfor-
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anode chemistry in operating SOFCs.
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mance [15,16], but not for identifying the local, chemical processes.
In situ Raman and infrared (IR) spectroscopies and thermal imag-
ing have begun to address these issues [13,17–23]. Thermal imaging
has been demonstrated as a powerful technique for monitoring
the spatial and thermal characteristics of SOFC cathode operation,
providing far richer information than the traditional point mea-
surement of a thermocouple [18,20].

In this study, near-IR (NIR) imaging with high spatial resolu-
tion is used to address the effects of flow composition on SOFC
anode material – Ni/yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) – by monitor-
ing temperature changes of the anode surface. NIR thermography
has proven to be a key tool in other systems [24–28]. Thermal gradi-
ents across the anode or other components of the SOFC could affect
its performance or indicate spatially varying chemistry or mate-
rial changes. Patterns of temperature variations or fluctuations may
also precede anode failure, so this technique could potentially serve
as a diagnostic for anode degradation. The emission from SOFCs
extends to NIR wavelengths, which can be detected by Si-charge-
coupled device (CCD) cameras because of the elevated operating
temperatures. Being able to use Si-CCD cameras has distinct advan-
tages in terms of cost, resolution, and convenience compared to
mid-IR thermal (InSb, mercury cadium telluride, PtSi, etc.) cameras.
Two fuels – hydrogen and propane – are used to study ther-
mal variations in time and position not only on Ni/YSZ fragments,
but also on anodes of operating SOFCs. Propane is investigated
to explore how carbon deposition and electrochemical oxidation
affect the anode temperature. Fuels tend to reduce the tempera-

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:jeff.owrutsky@nrl.navy.mil
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.06.072
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with the spectral response of the Si-CCD forms an effective broad
bandpass filter between 720 and 1000 nm, with more sensitiv-
ity at shorter wavelengths. The images collected had a theoretical
spatial resolution of ∼0.1 mm in our set-up considering the lens,
number of pixels, and one-meter separation between the cam-
58 M.B. Pomfret et al. / Journal of

ure while various oxidation processes tend to increase it. Carbon
eposition cools Ni/YSZ surfaces, which occurs to a greater extent
n Ni/YSZ fragments than on anodes of operational SOFCs. SOFCs
upply oxides to the anode, which diminishes the temperature drop
rom carbon deposition. In the fragment study, changing the flow to
ir leads to heating as the Ni and carbon are oxidized. Electrochem-
cal oxidation of carbon and Ni in functional SOFCs results in less
eating than air flow on fragments. These results show the effects
f using a hydrocarbon fuel and of electrochemical processes on
OFC anodes.

. Materials and methods

.1. Fuel cell construction

The custom-made, button cell SOFCs used in this study were
btained from Materials & Systems Research, Inc. (Salt Lake City,
T). The 25 mm diameter MEAs were supported by a ∼1 mm thick,

arge grain, Ni/YSZ composite anode. Other layers included a small
rain, Ni/YSZ 25 �m thick anode interlayer; a 20 �m thick YSZ elec-
rolyte; a 25 �m thick, strontium-doped lanthanum manganate
LSM)/YSZ cathode interlayer; and a 50 �m thick LSM cathode.

EAs with the same dimensions have been previously structurally
nd electrochemically characterized [29].

Gold wires and platinum mesh were attached to the anodes and
athodes using Pt ink (Engelhard #6082). The wired disks were
ttached anode-side-out to a custom-built, 25.4 mm OD alumina
ube (Sentrotech) assembly with zirconia paste (Aremco Products,
nc.). A 50.8 mm OD alumina tube surrounded the alumina-
upported MEA and a 50.8 mm diameter, 3.175 mm thick sapphire
indow (Swiss Jewel Co.) was attached to one end of the outer

lumina tube to contain the reactant and product gases while pro-
iding optical access to the anode. The rear of the assembly was
ealed with RTV silicone-based paste (Permatex, Ultra-Copper). The
ssembled SOFC manifold was placed inside a tube furnace (Thermo
cientific, Model # F21135) and heated to the operating tempera-
ure of approximately 740 ◦C. A K-type thermocouple (Omega) was
ositioned on the outer surface of the outer alumina tube to provide
temperature reference. A schematic of the assembled fuel cell is

hown in Fig. 1 and is similar in design to that of Ref. [20].

.2. Gas flows

The anode-side flows were regulated with mass flow controllers
Tylan FC-260 and FC-280). The air supply for the cathode side
as regulated with a needle valve and monitored with a mass
ow meter (Tylan FM-360). Constant flows of ∼150 sccm Ar and
90 sccm air were delivered to the anode and cathode, respectively.
flow of 100 sccm H2 was added to the anode for standard oper-

tion. To study the effects of C3H8 as a fuel, 100 sccm 1:9 C3H8:Ar
ixture was added to the ∼150 sccm Ar anode flow.

.3. Electrochemical characterization

Cell polarization and linear sweep voltammetry measurements
ere monitored and conducted with a potentiostat (Pine Instru-
ent Company, Model # AFCBP1). Cells were kept at open circuit

oltage (OCV), which was typically ∼−1.00 V for the majority of the
xperiments. A current of 200 mA was drawn from the cells to oxi-

ize carbon deposits that resulted from C3H8 flow. Voltammetry
easurements were made before and after each exposure to C3H8

uel. Linear voltammetry sweeps with only H2 as the fuel were con-
ucted from OCV to 0.00 V cell potential at an effective scan rate of
0 mV s−1 and a step size of 5 mV. A typical voltammetry scan and
alculated power density plot is shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 1. SOFC imaging apparatus. Optical SOFC assembly used in this study.

2.4. Thermal imaging measurements

Thermal images were acquired with a 14-bit, 656 by 492 pixel,
CCD camera (Allied Vision Technologies, Stingray F033B ASG) with
a 75 mm-focal length telephoto lens (Edmund Optics, Techspec
#A54-691) using collection software written in-house using Lab-
View v8.5. A long-pass filter (Hoya R72), with a nominal cutoff
wavelength of 720 nm was used to block emitted and ambient
reflected visible light. The long-pass filter transmission convolved
Fig. 2. Cell electrochemistry. A typical linear-sweep voltammetry scan (red) and the
resulting power density curve (blue) of the SOFCs used in this study with H2 as the
fuel. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of the article.)
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Table 1
Temperature changes from flow transitions over a
Ni/YSZ fragment.

Transition Avg �Tmax (±) (◦C)

Ar to H2 −5 (2)
ig. 3. Standard images of SOFC. Visual and NIR images of SOFCs showing (A) the
uel inlet, (B) the exposed Ni/YSZ anode, and (C) the Au current collector in both
mages.

ra and the cell. A temperature resolution of ∼0.1 ◦C was achieved
ased on the intensity, as controlled by the size of the aperture,
nd pixel depth. The intensity reading on the camera was cali-
rated to a thermocouple placed adjacent to the outer alumina tube.

ntensity readings are taken at two temperatures (furnace temper-
tures of 750 and 800 ◦C) and a linear calibration was generated.
ll data were collected at 5 Hz, stored as intensity per pixel, and
isplayed as temperature-calibrated images and spatial profiles for
eal-time monitor/diagnosis. Data were post-processed into images
intensity or temperature-calibrated), digital movies, time series
or selected regions of interest, and spatial profiles, as needed. An
xample of one of our cells and a labeled thermal image is shown
n Fig. 3.

. Results and discussion

Two studies are discussed below. First, the effects of H2 and
3H8, and air flows on an unwired Ni/YSZ fragment are examined.
econd, H2 and C3H8 fuels are used in SOFCs to investigate how
arbon deposition affects the temperature of operational SOFCs.
nstead of using an air flow, the cells are polarized to oxidize the
arbon and Ni in the cells with the electrochemical oxide flux.

.1. Atmospheric oxidation, reduction, and carbon reactions

Preliminary experiments are conducted on SOFC fragments,
ithout electrochemical control, to measure the effects of flow

omposition through the anode chamber. Initial measurements
how no change in surface temperature when the Ar flow is var-
ed from 100 to 200 sccm. Since all of our reactive flows are within
his range, we do not attribute the observed temperature changes
o convective cooling from fluctuations in flow. To study various
eactions on the surface, a base flow of 100–150 sccm Ar is main-
ained throughout all experiments with the reactive gases added to
he Ar flow. The three reactive flows used are 50 sccm H2–100 sccm
r, 100 sccm C3H8 mixture–100 sccm Ar, and 50 sccm air–150 sccm
r. Fig. 4 shows the NIR thermography image for the base Ar flow
nd the images taken at the moment of peak temperature change
�T) for each reactive flow.

Experiments are conducted numerous times for each sequence
f flows. Average maximum temperature changes (�Tmax) for mul-
iple experiments are shown in Table 1. The temperature of the
iO surface under Ar flow (Fig. 4a) for one particular fragment is
24.0 ◦C. The first reactive flow used is H2/Ar and led to a �Tmax of
5.2 ◦C (Fig. 4b). The change is hard to distinguish on the temper-

ture scale used in the image, but is evident in the time series in
ig. 5 that shows changes in the average temperature for a central
rea of the anode. After the NiO is completely reduced to Ni, the
emperature climbs until equilibrating at 721.4 ◦C. Once the sur-
ace is reduced completely, the flow is changed to C3H8/Ar (with
H2 to Air +23 (3)
Ar to C3H8 −19 (2)
H2 to C3H8 −16 (1)
C3H8 to Air +24 (1)

a total C3H8 component of approximately 5% of the flow). Dur-
ing this sustained hydrocarbon fuel flow, the surface temperature
immediately drops to 705.0 ◦C (Fig. 4c) before returning to 716.4 ◦C.
The temperature proceeds to drop slowly from that point as the
flow is maintained and carbon continues to form. NiO reduction
with H2 to form Ni and H2O is slightly exothermic with an equilib-
rium constant between 102 and 103 [30], however, the dissociative
adsorption of H2 to form adsorbed H on the Ni surface of Ni/YSZ
anodes is endothermic [31]. Considering that the surface of our frag-
ments cools, the hydrogen adsorption process is dominant in our
system. Previous studies have shown that hydrocarbon fuels form
disordered, likely amorphous, carbon deposits [21] and that the
formation of these deposits is endothermic [32,33]. The apparent
surface temperature returns to within ∼0.5 ◦C of the initial tem-
perature both after the NiO reduction reaction has completed and
after the C3H8 flow has been shut off puts a low upper limit on the
possible change in emissivity between materials. The data suggest
that NiO has a slightly higher emissivity than Ni, which has been
previously reported [34].

Fig. 4d shows the same cell fragment with carbon deposits at
the �Tmax of +23.3 ◦C while being exposed to air. Two processes
are expected to occur while air is flowing: carbon oxidation (com-
bustion with a significant amount of carbon) and nickel oxidation.
Initial measurements (in the supplemental material-Figs. S1 and
S2) show a �T of ∼+20 ◦C when the nickel in the fragment is oxi-
dized. The current set up is such that the carbon deposits cannot be
oxidized without also oxidizing the Ni, therefore �Tmax appears to
be heating due to both processes.

Fig. 5 shows an average temperature evolution for a portion
of the surface during maintained, sequential reactive flows. The
Ar–H2–C3H8 sequence shows that the H2 flow leads to a slight
drop in temperature and C3H8 leads to a more significant drop,
followed by a partial recovery to the initial temperature. In both
cases the temperature climbs to a local maximum recovery after
2–3 min. When air is flowed into the chamber the resulting time
series has at least four processes that occur based on the four
local temperature maxima (marked by asterisks). The first sharp
peak is likely the combustion of small particulate carbon that has
settled on the surface or elsewhere in the chamber (i.e., the fuel
inlet). The second, broad shoulder is attributed to the oxidation
of carbon deposits on the surface. The third temperature peak
(at ∼8 min) is the more intense burning of the smaller carbon
deposits throughout the porous anode structure. The final broad
maximum that peaks at ∼12 min is indicative of the oxidation of
the Ni. Ni oxidation is likely occurring throughout the air flow
period, however the time at which the maximum temperature
is reached is delayed until the carbon is mostly consumed. Fur-
thermore, the effects of carbon and nickel oxidation appear to be
additive. Given that the �T of the peak assigned to Ni oxidation
is approximately double what is observed for Ni oxidation alone,
it is likely that carbon oxidation is still occurring and contribut-

ing to the �Tmax. Under the maintained air flow, once the carbon
and nickel have been oxidized, the temperature begins to return to
the initial value. These reactions between surface and atmospheric
species are more vigorous than what is seen in working cells, but
understanding these processes provides a basis for assigning vari-
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Table 2
Temperature changes from SOFC processes.

Transition Avg �Tmax (±) (◦C)

Ar to H2 8.6 (0.3)
Polarization, H2 flow 1.0 (0.6)
Polarization, Ar flow 2.4 (0.5)

100 sccm H2–150 sccm Ar mixture into the anode chamber over
an oxidized cermet anode. The �Tmax of +8.1 ◦C is different than
ig. 4. Images of cell fragments. NIR images of a Ni/YSZ fragment (a) under Ar an
3H8/Ar, and (d) air.

us observations and for more targeted investigations of operating
ystems.

.2. Thermal imaging of operating SOFC

The fragment imaging set up is easily converted to handle in
itu SOFC experiments. Once the anode and cathode lead wires
re attached as prescribed above, they are fed between the outer
lumina tube and the sapphire window and connected to a poten-
iostat. The rest of the imaging set up remains unchanged. Two
uels – H2 and C3H8 – are studied in situ in this work. In all mea-
urements the furnace is kept at 800 ◦C, resulting in an initial,
aseline, cell surface temperature of 740 ± 10 ◦C. The variation in
he baseline temperature is attributed to heat loss between the
enter of the furnace and the front access port, which is capped

nly with a quartz window. The uncertainty associated with the
xact placement of the cell for each run is directly responsible
or the uncertainty in cell temperature. Each of the fuel sequences
escribed below is conducted multiple times in multiple fuel cell
xperiments, however, the figures in this section are from one par-

ig. 5. Cell fragment temperature vs. time. Time series plot of the average temper-
ture of a centralized area on the Ni/YSZ fragment during sequential exposure to:
2/Ar, C3H8/Ar, and air. Local maxima in the air time series are marked by asterisks.
H2 to C3H8 −4.0 (0.1)
Polarization, H2 flow, post C3H8 1.5 (0.2)
Polarization, Ar flow, post C3H8 2.2 (0.2)

ticular sequence for each fuel. The average �Tmax for each process
is given in Table 2.

Fig. 6a (red) shows surface heating as a result of flowing a
the surface cooling in the fragment study. As noted above, the
exothermic NiO + H2 → Ni + H2O reaction and the endothermic H

Fig. 6. H2 SOFC temperature vs. time. Time series plot of the average temperature
of a centralized area on the SOFC anode during sequential exposure to: (a) H2/Ar
flow at OCV, (b) H2/Ar flow while drawing 400 mA, and (c) Ar flow while drawing
400 mA.
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slightly higher than �Ts that have been modeled and reported for
polarized cells in the literature and, as such, is attributed to a combi-
nation of polarization and the electrochemical oxidation of carbon
under these conditions [18]. However, the H2 flow will preserve
ig. 7. Images of a SOFC operating with C3H8. NIR images of a SOFC anode (a) unde
he following conditions: (b) C3H8/Ar flow at OCV, (c) H2/Ar flow while drawing 40

dsorption to the Ni surface are competing; however, unlike the
ragment study, there is a source of oxide ions from the cathode
hat can react with Hads. This would perpetuate the former reaction
bove and moderate the latter, leading to the temperature increase
hat is observed. There is no experimental evidence (i.e., a flame
r low OCV) to indicate an air leak that would artificially raise the
emperature.

The green trace of Fig. 6 (b) shows the anode surface tempera-
ure as the cell is polarized under a 20 sccm H2–150 sccm Ar anode
ow. The drop of ∼6 ◦C between the end of the red trace (a) and
he beginning of the green (b) trace is due to the change in H2 flow
lowing the reaction between H2 and NiO. When the cell is polarized
uch that 400 mA are drawn from the cell (cell voltage of −0.10 V)
he temperature immediately climbs, reaching a �Tmax of +1.2 ◦C,
imilar to previous reports [18,20]. Fig. 6c (blue) shows the anode
urface temperature as the H2 flow is terminated, but the 400 mA
urrent maintained. The �Tmax is +2.9 ◦C while the Ni in the cer-
et is electrochemically oxidized. As the oxidation reaction reaches

ompletion – within a few minutes – the surface cools toward the
riginal temperature as it approaches its initial state.

Fig. 7 shows the anode surface of a cell during a C3H8 experi-
ent. When the cell is stable at OCV under a 20 sccm H2–150 sccm

r fuel flow (Fig. 7a), the surface temperature is 739.1 ◦C. Subse-
uent frames show the cell at OCV with an anode flow of 100 sccm
3H8 mixture–150 sccm Ar (Fig. 7b), while drawing 400 mA with a
0 sccm H2–150 sccm Ar anode flow (Fig. 7c), and while drawing
00 mA with a 150 sccm Ar anode flow (Fig. 7d). The time series of
his sequence is shown in Fig. 8, with each change in cell conditions
ccurring just after time = 0 min.

The red trace in Fig. 8 (a) shows the effect of flowing the C3H8/Ar
ixture into the anode chamber. C3H8 flow leads to rapid carbon

eposition and surface cooling. �Tmax from the growth of carbon
s −3 ◦C. This is a factor of 5 less than the drop that is seen in the
ragment study. Furthermore, there is no precipitous drop, followed
y a recovery close to the initial temperature. Instead, the temper-
ture falls sharply by ∼2 ◦C before a gentler cooling that continues
s long as C3H8 is flowing and more carbon is deposited. This gen-
ler temperature/time profile is likely due to the presence of other

pecies at or near the anode that would moderate carbon growth,
uch as oxides that can be replenished by the air flow on the cathode
nd residual water from the H2 flow that immediately precedes the
3H8 flow. Water and oxides will react with the first carbon species
o enter the chamber through the water–gas shift reaction and sur-
nd at the maximum temperature changes after the sequential introductions under
and (d) Ar flow while drawing 400 mA.

face oxidation, respectively. Once carbon species come to dominate
the atmosphere of the chamber, carbon deposits can begin to pop-
ulate the anode surface and cool the cell. The resulting net �T in
the cell – same as the �Tmax, −3 ◦C – is comparable to the net �T
in the fragment experiments (<−5 ◦C), indicative of an equilibrated
carbon growth reaction.

The transition from the C3H8/Ar flow to the 20 sccm H2 flow,
shown as the green trace of Fig. 8 (b), leads to the cell temperature
heating to 737.2 ◦C before equilibrating. This trace shows a small,
but clear heating to 738.9 ◦C and a re-equilibration when 400 mA
are drawn from the cell (at a cell voltage of −0.12 V). This �T is
Fig. 8. C3H8 SOFC temperature vs. time. Time series plot of the average temperature
of a centralized area on the SOFC anode during sequential exposure to: (a) C3H8/Ar
flow at OCV, (b) H2/Ar flow while drawing 400 mA, and (c) Ar flow while drawing
400 mA.
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ost of the carbon deposits on the cell by maintaining the reduc-
ng atmosphere on the anode side of the cell. H2 will also be the
rimary fuel in this case, reacting with oxides that are being trans-
orted through the electrolyte. Given the thickness of the anode, the
xides are more likely to participate in a reaction with the hydro-
en fuel close to the anode/electrolyte interface than to propagate
hrough the anode and react with a significant amount of the carbon
eposits.

The blue trace of Fig. 8 (c) shows the average surface tempera-
ure while the cell current is maintained at 400 mA under Ar, again
xposing the carbon deposits and Ni in the anode to a significant
xide flux without other fuels present in the chamber. These con-
itions result in the carbon deposits and Ni in the anode being the
nly species available to react with the continued oxide flux. As
ith carbon and Ni oxidation on the fragments, there appear to be
ultiple processes displayed in the time series. The two most dis-

inguishable features are at ∼2 and ∼5 min and are assigned to the
imes where the electrooxidation of carbon and Ni are most prolific.
gain, both processes are thought to be occurring simultaneously,

eading to additive heating effects. Unlike the fragment studies, it
s not clear which material is oxidized first. In this case the oxidant
s the oxide ion. It propagates through the microporous anode by
ravelling in YSZ particles and presumably has more contact with
i than carbon. However, it cannot be determined if the deposits
ave overgrown the Ni particles, making contact with YSZ. Never-
heless after 10 min under these conditions the anode temperature
s falling and the surface appears green, indicating a clean and oxi-
ized anode surface. The �Tmax of the oxidation time series in the
perating SOFC is only +3.5 ◦C, approximately 20 ◦C less than what is
een in the fragment studies. This lower heating shows clearly that
tmospheric oxidation (i.e., combustion) is faster and more intense
han the electrochemical oxidation that occurs in an operating fuel
ell.

. Conclusions

This work demonstrates the ability to spatially and temporally
ap SOFC anode temperatures in operating cells. A Si-CCD camera-

ased NIR imagining system is demonstrated first on fragments of
i/YSZ cermet anodes. It is found that NiO reduction to Ni and

arbon deposition cool the fragment surface by 5.2 and 16.4 ◦C,
espectively. When air is flowed over the fragments, the temper-
ture time series shows that as many as four processes occur as
arbon deposits and the Ni are oxidized, and there is evidence that
he temperature effects of the two processes are additive. In oper-
tional cells, the temperature changes are damped. The drop in
emperature with carbon deposition is only 3 ◦C due to the presence
f oxides and water in working SOFCs. Electrochemical oxidation of
arbon deposits results in a �T of +1.7 ◦C, which demonstrates that
xidation by the oxide flux is less vigorous than atmospheric oxi-
ation. This NIR technique is significantly cheaper, more sensitive,
nd less cumbersome than mid-IR imaging systems, providing a
uick-and-easy way to characterize operating SOFCs and identify
he processes occurring under various conditions. Future work will
ocus on developing experiments and theoretical models to explore

ther fuels and cell architectures to determine how changes in con-
itions, including the humidification of fuel flows, may affect the
emperature of the cell and, in turn, cell performance and stabil-
ty. Ongoing investigations include coupling thermal imaging with
n situ Raman spectroscopy to identify the species responsible for

[
[
[

[
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the temperature changes observed during various operating condi-
tions.

Additional information, including larger-sized versions of
Figs. 4 and 7, is available in supplemental material.
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